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There are a number of ways in which we can use the natural sources of energy in modern life.
However, rural life has no less a requirement for energy. There are various ways in which
Photovoltaic solar systems can be put to use in rural purposes. Today, cheap fossil fuels like diesel
and coal are still more important for rural needs. In Asian countries, developments have been made
to ensure that the remotest of villages where electricity still a rare luxury, polycrystalline solar panels
are used to bring a new light to homes. Both China and India have the perfect geographical
resources and technological development to make this a reality. This is why in an age of Asianism,
India is the second highest producer of electricity from raw sunlight, while energy giant BP is moving
its solar projects to China.

Street Lighting in Villages

Rural lighting is perhaps one of the most difficult issues that development authorities faced. In far
flung areas, getting cables and electricity wires across was a huge problem. This is why companies
began foraying into making multi crystalline solar modules into street lamps. In any urban situation,
there are far too many sky scrapers to allow continual sunlight exposure to the panels. This is why
solar PV modules are used more in villages than cities. In any village, there is neither the hindrance
of shade from high buildings, nor the risk of theft and wanton damage to the panels. Street lamps
are instilled with systems to absorb sunlight through the day and light up the dark roads at night
using stored power.

Home Electricity Supplies

Many villages in India and China still do not have any reliable electricity supply. According to official
records they do have access, but rarely get to see their bulbs light up dark nights. Many
international, government and NGO bodies are working towards making Solar PV systems more
popular and available in such distant villages. With self supporting electricity generation units at
home, every household has their own domestic supply from small photovoltaic solar systems.

Poultry Farming

Poultry farming requires a lot of electricity consumption. This is because the birds need heat from
high power bulbs. Eggs are also often hatched in incubators instead of naturally for faster
production. Solar PV modules are producing the necessary electricity and supplying the necessary
power. With this free and new system of electricity production, farmers are able to save huge sums
in the maintenance and breeding process. This is why Solar PV Systems are quite popular among
farmers.

Multi crystalline solar modules are vital for rural development today. As we are seeking
infrastructural development, we cannot deny nature her space. Rural areas are the lungs that feed
oxygen to a place, not cities. This is why involving eco-friendly sources of power for ecologically
beneficial places are vital for mankindâ€™s progress. Polycrystalline Solar Panels are now the worldâ€™s
best bet to achieve this mammoth feat. As we move towards a better future with more eco-friendly
developmental solutions, adopting solar energy is slowly becoming even more mandatory.
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HK Chaudhary - About Author:
HK Chaudhary (a solar PV modules manufacturer) often writes about issues concerning eco-friendly
technology and its development.
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